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Abstract. If q is a pth root of unity there exists a quasi-coassocίative truncated quantum group algebra whose indecomposable representations are the physical representations of i7g(s/2)» whose coproduct yields the truncated tensor product of physical
representations of 6^(5/2), and whose β-matrix satisfies quasi-Yang Baxter equations.
These truncated quantum group algebras are examples of weak quasitriangular quasiHopf algebras ("quasi-quantum group algebras") S?*. We describe a space 3^ of
"functions on the quasi quantum plane," i.e. of polynomials in noncommuting complex coordinate functions za9 on which multiplication operators Za and the elements
of $?* can act, so that za will transform according to some representation τ^ of &*.
^ can be made into a quasi-associative graded algebra ^ — 0 ^^ on which
n>0

elements of &* act as generalized derivations. In the special case of the truncated
Uq(sl2) algebra we show that the subspaces ^^ of monomials in za of nth degree
vanish for n > p — 1, and that ^^ carries the 2 J + 1 dimensional irreducible
representation of 5^* if n = 2J, J — 0, ^, ... , ^(p — 2). Assuming that the representation rf of the quasi-quantum group algebra gives rise to an R-maiήx with two
eigenvalues, we develop a quasi-associative differential calculus on 3?T. This implies
n
τ
construction of an exterior differentiation, a graded algebra A^ — 0 A ^ of
forms and partial derivatives. A quasi-associative generalization of noncommutative
differential geometry is introduced by defining a covariant exterior differentiation of
forms. It is covariant under S^*-valued gauge transformations.
0. Introduction
To explain the problem which we address, we recall the theory of the complex quantum plane [1,2,3].
The algebra & of polynomial functions on the quantum plane is a noncommutative
but associative deformation of the commutative algebra Jζ/ of polynomial functions
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on the complex plane C2. It depends on a complex parameter q. The algebra 3? is
generated by elements za (a — 1,2). They are subject to relations
ZaZb = ZcZdCR^BdCjab

(0.1)

with a numerical matrix JB that is furnished by the canonical .R-element for the
quantum group algebra Uq(sl2), and CR = f1/4. Summation over repeated indices is
understood throughout.
^ is a representation space for Uq(sΪ2\ and the action of ξ e Uq(sΪ2) on & is a
generalized derivation [9]. This means the following.
Let m:^0^ —> J^" be the multiplication map, ra(pι (8)^2) — P1P2 Then
ξ(pιp2) = m(^ q (0(pι®p2)),

(0.2)

where Δq is the coproduct for Uq(sl2). In addition to the elements of Uq(sl2), multiplication operators Za can act on ^ as multiplication with za.
When g is a root of unity, qp — 1, degeneracies appear. The algebra Uq(sl2) is not
semisimple in this case, and the subspaces ^n of homogeneous polynomials carry
representations which are in general neither irreducible nor fully reducible.
However, it was shown in [7] that there exists a "truncated quantum group algebra"
S^* associated with Uq(sl2) which is semisimple, and which carries all the structure
which is necessary to interpret it as a symmetry (in quantum mechanics): a coproduct
Δ, counit ε, antipode ^ and β-element # e ^* 0 3?*. The algebra &* possesses
a unit element e, but the homomorphism Δ: &* —> 5?* 0 3^* is not unit preserving:
Δ(e) 7^ e 0 e. Moreover, the bialgebra ^* is not coassociative but only quasicoassociative, and R satisfies quasi-Yang Baxter equations in place of Yang Baxter
equations. The indecomposable representations of S?* are precisely the "physical"
representations of Uq(sl2) - i.e. its irreducible representations with nonzero quantum
dimension - and the tensor product of representations which is furnished by the
coproduct agrees with the truncated tensor product of physical representations of
Uq(sl2).
These truncated quantum group algebras are examples of quasitriangular weak
quasi-Hopf algebras ("quasi-quantum groups") S?* [7].
We will construct an algebra ^ of "functions on the quasi quantum plane" on
which &* can act as a generalized derivation. This construction works for general
quasi-triangular weak quasi-Hopf algebras &*. The algebra ^ is generated by
noncommuting coordinate functions za, as in the nontruncated case. Multiplication
operators Za act on ^ by multiplication with za. These multiplication operators
transform covariantly under &*. The multiplication operators satisfy braid relations
ZaZb = ZcZdcRJ%dc,ab -

(0.3)

They substitute for commutativity of coordinates in the classical case. But 5^*covariance of this relation turns out to require that 3%dc,ab is not a number but an
element of &*. The multiplication operators Za and elements of ^* generate an
associative algebra ^.
In the algebra ^ we want relations which involve only generators za (and numbers). We impose relation (0.1) with a numerical matrix 3B which is furnished by the
.R-element for 3^*. We show that this is consistent with the braid relation (0.3) for
multiplication operators, provided we do not insist on associativity of the algebra ^.
It is still quasi-associative in the sense that homogeneous polynomials with different
positions of brackets are linear combinations of each other.
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In the 'special case of the truncated quantum group algebras associated with
further properties will be established.
T(n
We show in Sect. 5 that the subspaces t^ > of homogeneous polynomials of degree n vanish for n > p — 1. It is easy to verify (and will be explained in Sect. 5) that
τ n)
th
the nonzero subspaces t^ ( carry irreducible representations of S^* . If q is a p root
of unity, the irreducible representations of &** are labelled by J = 0, ^, 1 . . . |(p — 2).
τ
They have dimension 2J + 1. The spaces ^ ^ for n = 0, 1, 2, ... carry representation J = ^n. The quasi quantum planes associated with the truncated Uq(sl2) will
turn out to be associative.
For a general weak quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra we construct a graded
quasi-associative algebra A^ = ®Ar^τ such that J^^ = ^τ. To introduce
an exterior derivative d which is &* -invariant, satisfies d2 = 0, and maps Ar^τ
into Λr+l ^ we have to impose a restriction on S^*. If Za transforms according
to the representation r^ of 5^*, we require that the ^-matrix r^ 0 τ^(K) has only
two eigenvalues. Under this assumption, an exterior derivative exists and elements of
Ar^τ can be called "r-forms."
Starting from this exterior differential calculus we introduce a generalization of
noncommutative differential geometry [11] to quasi-associative "algebras of functions." To this end we define covariant exterior derivatives D which act on forms
(Sect. 7). They are covariant under ^* -valued gauge transformations.
We describe (Sect. 9) how the algebra of multiplication operators Za and differentials θa can be extended to include partial derivatives dά. They transform according
to the contragredient representation fΛ In this construction r? ® ff(R) is assumed
to possess only two distinct eigenvalues.
In the quantum group case, one considers often the coaction of the quantum group
[e.g. the dual bialgebra to Uq(sl2)] on ^ [3, 10],
(04)

*" -> Σ Zb® Tba '
b

This is also possible here. By canonical construction [7] the S?* -module ^ is a
comodule for the dual bialgebra & of S^*, i.e. there exists a homomorphism of
algebras

jrτ^jrτ(S)^.

(0.5)

The algebra & is nonassociative because &* is not coassociative, see [7].
1. Quasi-Quantum Group Algebras
Quantum groups & are noncommutative but associative generalizations of the algebra
of functions on a group. To have a conventional picture of a symmetry in quantum
physics, one considers the dual &*. It is a Hopf algebra which is coassociative but
not cocommutative. In Drinfeld's quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebras coassociativity
is weakened to quasi-coassociativity [5]. Quasi-triangularity implies that an element
R G SP* ® S^* is given which furnishes a representation of the braid group (see
Theorem 1.1 below).
It was shown in [7] that Drinfeld's axioms can be weakened further without loss
of the'physical interpretation as a symmetry, by giving up invertibility requirements.
Some weak quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebras &* of this type are canonically
associated with Uq(sl2) when qp = 1. All their representations are physical. We call
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them "truncated quantum group algebras." We proposed to regard them as the true
symmetries of conformal models.
We proceed to a short review of weak quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebras 3?*.
A pedagogical account is found in [7]. We will not be interested in the action of
* -operations on our algebras in this paper, therefore no assumptions which involve
them will be made.
SP* is an algebra with unit e, with additional structures as follows. There is a
counit
ε:^*->C,
(1.1)
and a coproduct
Δ:^* -> S?*(g>3?*.

(1.2)

Both are homomorphisms of algebras, but Δ need not be unit preserving. The homomorphism property requires that Δ(ζη) = Δ(ξ)Δ(η). Given the product Z\, there
exists another one called Δ'. If Δ(ξ) = ]ζ ξ^ <g> ξ£9 then A' is defined by

It is demanded that

(id ®έ)Δ = (ε <8> id)Δ = id ,

(1.4)

(id — identity map). Furthermore one demands that an element φ e &* 0 ^* 0 3^*
is given which implements (weak) quasi-coassociativity of the coproduct, Eq. (1.10)
below. In contrast with Drinfeld, we admit the possibility that Δ(e) ^ e (8) e, and we
do not demand invertibility of φ, but only existence of a quasiinverse, still denoted
by φ~l, such that
φ~lφ = (Δ® id)Δ(e) ,

(1.5)

(1.6)
(ε 0 id (8) id) (φ) = Δ(e) .
The statement that φ~l is a quasiinverse of φ means that φφ~lφ = y?.
Finally there should exist R G &* 0 S^* such that

for all

77 G 3^* .

(1.7)

We do not demand that R be invertible, instead it should have a quasiinverse R~l
such that
1
= Δ'(e) , Λ- ^ - Z\(e) .
(1.8)
In addition we will impose the following requirement which is not mentioned in our
article [7], but which is very natural and is needed in the construction of a differential
calculus
(id 0ε) (R) = e, (ε 0 id) (R) = e.
(1.9)
By definition, weak quasi-coassociativity demands that
φ(Δ 0 id)Z\(0 = (id®Δ)Δ(ξ)φ

for all ξ G ^* .

(1.10)
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Following Drinfeld the following relations between 4, R, and φ are postulated:
(id 0 id 04) (φ) (Δ 0 id 0 id) (φ) = (e®φ) (id 04 0 id) (<p) (φ 0 e) , (1.11)
(id04)(Λ) - ^lRi3ψ2i3Ruφ~l ,
(4(g) id) CR) = ^312^13^32^23^-

(1.12)
(1.13)

We used the standard notation. If ^ = ]Γ) r^ 0 r^, then
Λ

13 = Σ

Γ

" Θβ ® Γ" '

^12 = Σ r* ® rα ® 6 ,

(1.14)

etc.
If s is any permutation of 123 and φ = Σ ψlσ ® ^σ ® φ^9 then

Equations (1.12), (1.13) imply validity of quasi- Yang Baxter equations,
12 ,

(1-16)

and this guarantees that R together with φ determines a representation of the braid
group as will be explained below. There should also exist an antipode
y>:5?*^S?*

(1.17)

which is an antihomomorphism of algebras. Further properties of y were required in
[7] in order to define covariant adjoints. We will not asume them here.
We proceed to an explanation of some consequences of the assumptions.
The counit ε provides a 1 -dimensional representation which substitutes for the
trivial 1 -dimensional representation of groups (and their group algebras).
Given any representation r of S?*, one defines
f(0 =tr(J^1(0),

(1-18)

t

where denotes the transpose. This is a representation, because 9* is an antihomomorphism, and is called the contragredient representation. Later on we will assume that a
particular representation r^ has been singled out. We will refer to it as the fundamental representation. In the construction of the differential calculus it will be assumed
that the tensor product of representations f^ &)τf contains the trivial 1 -dimensional
representation ε.
We use the notation 0 for the standard tensor product of matrices, algebras etc.,
which is associative by definition. If r and r' are representations of '3?* , then r (8) r'
is a representation of S^* 0 &* . This is to be distinguished from the tensor product
0 of representations of S^* which is defined by
τ') (4(0).

(1.19)

If 4(e) 7^ e 0 e then this introduces "truncation." Suppose that r is a tensor product
of two or more irreducible representations. It will act on the (standard) tensor product
V of the corresponding representation spaces. If Δ(e) ^ e 0 e, then τ(e) is in general
not the identity map on V. But
0 = τ(0,

(1.20)
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and, in particular, τ(e)τ(e) = τ(e). Therefore there exists a representation space, given
by the range of τ(e), which is in general a proper subspace of V, and on which τ(e)
will act as the identity. We call this the "true representation space of r".
The property (1.4) tells us that tensoring with the 1-dimensional representation ε
amounts to doing nothing,
(τ®ε)(ξ) = (e(g)r)(0 = τ(0.

(1.21)

The tensor product of representations is not associative unless φ is trivial. But weak
quasi-associativity ensures that representations (r (^) τ') 0 τ" and r ®(τr (££) T") are
equivalent. If one of the representation r, T', r" is the 1-dimensional representation ε,
then the two representations are identical by (1.21). So they are related by a trivial
similarity transformation. This is encoded in the relations (1.6). From the properties
of φ one can also deduce that
φ = φ(A (g) iά)Δ(e) = (iά®Δ)Δ(e)φ,

(1.22)

) = ,d(e).

(1.23)

The element R G S? ®& , which satisfies the quasi-Yang Baxter equations, furnishes
a representation of the braid group (Theorem 1.1 below). Let us recall that the braid
group Bn on n threads is generated by elements σ^ and σ^1 (i = I . . . n — 1) which
obey the Artin relations
στσk - σkστ

Γ

\

|7

ι\^ _ ^ ,^
|

\^

σ,σ,+1 στ - σ,+1 στσl+l ,

S\

^^

The unit element of Bn is written as L. We introduce some notations. Write
en = e®...®e

(n factors)

(1.25)

and similarly for idn. In addition we abbreviate ^*®n = &* ® ...®S?* (n factors),
and
An = (id71'1 ®Δ) ... (id ®Δ)Δ for n > 2 ,
^=2!,

4° = id,

(1.26)

l

(1.27)

Δ~ =ε.

We introduce the permutator ^ G ^*0S^* by (i) &>ξ®η = η®ξ&>foτa3lξ,η e &*,
(ii) r (g) r'ί^3) = 0 if τ,τ' are inequivalent irreducible representations of ^*. Such
^ exists if S^* is semisimple. In this case we have
Theorem 1.1 (Artin relations). Let R+ = ^R and R~ = R~1^, and n = r + k + 1,
r > 0. Dφzέ? σ^ G g^*®n by
n± = An

σ

±

1

(g) φ(R (g) e)^' ) .

(1.28)

Then the σ^ obey Artin relations (1.24) with i =
The proof will be presented in Appendix A.
Remark. When S^* is not semisimple, a representation of the braid group can still
be found. The formulation uses permutation maps P£ : S^*Θn -» S^*Θn defined by
(1-29)
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n

A representation of the braid group by maps ς^ : ^*® —» gp*® is given by
n± = ^n-l (e)p n (id n-Λ+l

ς

\^-2) ^n-k-l ^φ^(R±0 e)φ-l)

(g)Z

j

(L30

)

where R+ = R and #~ = Ή"1' and ' interchanges factors in 5?* 0 ^*. The proof
of this more general result parallels the one given in Appendix A but is slightly more
complicated.
A weak quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra S^* is canonically associated with
Uq(sl2) with q a root of unity. As an algebra %?* = Uq(sl2)/&, where & is the
ideal which is annihilated by all the physical representations τ1 , 21 — 0 . . .p — 2, of
Uq(sl2). &"* is semisimple, its representations are fully reducible, and the irreducible
ones are precisely the physical representations of Uq(sl2). Let
u(I, J) = min{|7 + J|, p - 2 - I - J}

(1.31)

and let P/j be the projector on the physical subrepresentations K, \I - J\ < K <
u(I, J) of the tensor product r1 ®g rJ of Uq(slι) representations. There exists P G
^* such that PU = (r1 0 τj) (P). The coproduct in ^* is determined in terms of
the coproduct Δq in Uq(sl2) as
(1.32)

Δ(ξ) = PΔq(ξ),

hence Z\(e) = P 7^ e (g) e. This coproduct specifies a tensor product (g) which is equal
to the truncated tensor product of physical Uq(sl2) representations. Thus
τκ.

(1.33)

\I-J\<K<u(IJ}

There exists an element φ G ^* Θ ί?3* ® ^* such that y?/ JK = (τj (g) rJ 0 r
implements the well known unitary equivalence of the truncated tensor products
r / (g)(r J 0r j F C ) and (r1 (g)τ j )®τ κ . A truncated tensor product (g) is defined
also for basis vectors e\ in the dual representation spaces V1 on which ^* acts
from the right, viz. e\ fyeJ = e\ 0 e^P/j. The map ^/j^ can be specified by
its action on triple truncated products of basis vectors, together with the condition
φ = (id ®Δ)Δ(e)φ, viz.

ijkp

\I
L^

P
p

Q,ijkq

L] Γ J
I/ \q Ij

K
k/

P]
p\\

ί

-^ffusion matrices
.
u / 6j
c -symbols,
u i z F^ Q \Γ„^ ^ l\ = <r ίί J
with
given by
P
LA

LJ

L-ί

-Lv

P
/ olr - Γ
VJ

α

1

L...J

are Clebsch Gordan coefficients for Uq(sl2) (and at the same time for 5P*).
The .R-element of S^* 0 &* is given in terms of the J^-element Rq for Uq(sl2) by
f

R = RqΔ(e) = Δ (e)Rq ,

(1.35)

while antipode and counit are the same as in Uq(sl2). It is shown in [7] that the
defining properties of a weak quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra are satisfied.
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2. The Associative Algebra JH Generated by Multiplication Operators Za
and elements
In order not to clutter the presentation, the proofs of the results in this section are
collected in Appendix B, with few exceptions.
We assume that some particular irreducible representation τ* of S^* has been
singled out. We will refer to it sometimes as "the fundamental representation." Let
its dimension be TV. In the case of the truncated quantum group algebra S^* which
th
is associated with Uq(sl2) when q is a p root of unity, p > 3, we select the 2dimensional representation, so that N = 2 in this case.
Let Δ, R, φ, φ~l be as in the last section. Given

one introduces

ψλ\* = Σφl®φLσ®φl.

(2.2)

σ

To state the relations in J? we introduce the matrix 3% with entries in ^*,
3Bdc,ab = (rfda ® rfcb ® id) (ψ2u(R Θ e)φ~l) G &* .

(2.3)

Definition 2.1 (Algebra J?). Choose CR G C such that CR(T^ 0 r O (R) possesses an
eigenvalue 1. 77ιe associative algebra 38 is generated by elements Za, (a — 1... N),
and the elements of S?*. The unit element e of S?* acts as a unit element of '33 so that
(1) Zae = Za = eZa,
and the following further relations are imposed.
(2) (&*-covariance) ξZa = Z6(τ£ 0 id) (Δ(ξ))for ξ e ^*,
(3) (braid relations) ZaZb = cRZcZdMdc,ab.
Summations over repeated indices are understood throughout.
If Δ(ξ) = X)σ Q ® ξ* then relation (2) reads explicitly
r^(ξi^.

b

(2.4)

This tells us how to shift elements ξ of ^* through factors Za from left to right. It
follows that we have
Proposition 2.2. Every element of J$ is a complex linear combination of elements of
the form
Zan...Zaιη with n > 0 , r / G ^ * .
Relation (1) in Definition 1 takes the form
Zae = Za = Zb(rla 0 id) (Δ(e».

(2.5)

This is a nontrivial linear relation between Zα's with coefficients in ^* if Δ(e) Φ
e0e.
Definition 2.3 (S^*-covariance). Let r — (raβ)aβeι be the representation matrix of
a n-dimensional representation of %?*. An n-tupel F — (Fα)αe/, Fa G ^, is said to
transform covarίantly according to the representation r of &* if
ξFa = Fβ(rβa 0 id) (Δ(ξ))

(2.6)
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for all £ e &* . F e J? is called &* -invariant if it transforms according to the
l-dimensional representation ε of S?* or, equivalently , if

ξF = Fξ

(2.7)

for all ξe^.
Relation (2) in Definition 2.1 says that (Zα)α=ι..jv transforms covariantly according
to the fundamental representation of S^*. We show now how to construct composite objects which transform covariantly. Because of lack of coassociativity in SP*,
products ZaZb do not transform convariantly. But we have
Theorem 2.4 (Covariant products). Suppose that (Fa)a£ι and (Fβ)βel/ transform
covariantly according to representations τ and rf of S?* with dimensions n and n' .
Define the nn' -tuple F x F' by
(F x F')aβ = Σ Σ ^(TI* ® r'δβ <g> id) (φ)eΉ.

(2.8)

7€/ δel'

Then F x F' transforms covariantly according to the tensor product representation
Moreover, Eq. (2.8) can be inverted to recover ordinary products from covariant
one, viz.
FaF'β = Σ Σ

(F X

^'MV* ® r'δβ ® id) (φ~l) .

(2.9)

767 δel'

IfGeJff

is ^-invariant then
(G x F)a = GFa ,

(F x G)a = FaG .

(2.10)

Note that x is in general a product of vectors whose entries are elements of J?, and
not a product of individual elements of J?.
Using the notation (2.1), the defining Eq. (2.8) takes the form
(F x F')aβ =

F^T^φ^τ'^φlϊφl .

(2.1 1)

This exhibits the fact that the (F x F')aβ are complex linear combinations of terms
3
3
FjF^φ σ with coefficients φ σ e 3^*.
We will show the proof of covariance, although it is straightforward, in order to
get the reader accustomed to such computations. The rest of the proof of Theorem 2.4
is in Appendix B.
Proof of Theorem 2.4 (Covariance). We adopt the summation convention for all repeated indices. The range of summation will be clear from the context.
Let £ = Σ ξl 0 ξp. The hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 and Definition 2. 3 imply
ξ(F x F)aβ = Fε(rεΊ ® id) (Δ(ξ))F'δ(rΊCί <g> r'δβ 0 id) (φ)
0 r'δβ ® id) (φ)
l

) (τ'ωδ ® id) (Δ(&» (τΊa ® τ'6β ® id) (ψ)

σ

= FεF'ω(τεa ® τ'ωβ ® id) ((i
= FεF'ω(rεa ® τ'ωβ ® id) (φ(Δ
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by the intertwining property (1.10) of φ. Thus
x F')α/3 = FεF'ω(rεΊ 0 r'ωδ 0 id) (φ) (τΊa 0 τ'δβ 0 id) ((Δ 0 id)Δ(ξ))
where f = r 0 r' is the tensor product of representations which is defined by
r(η) = (r 0 r') (Z\(r/)) = (r ® r') (r?) .
This is the desired result,

(2. 12)

q.e.d.

With the help of the x -product, the braid relations (3) in Definition 2.1 can be
written in another way which involves a braid matrix whose entries are c-numbers.
Theorem 2.5 (Braid relations), (i) The braid relations (3) of Definition 2.1 are equivalent to
(Z x Z)ab = cR(Z x Z)cd3Bdc,ab
(2.13)
with
^dc,ab = (rfda 0 rfcb) (R) e C .

(2. 14)

(ii) Both sides of Eq. (2.13) transform covarίantly according to the representation
τf®τf of 5?*.
This theorem explains why the braid relations Definition 2.1 (3) are consistent with
^*-covariance.
The x -product is not associative. But it is quasi-associative in the following sense.
Theorem 2.6 (Quasi-associativity of the x -product). Suppose that F = (Fa), F' —
(Fβ), and F" = (F") transform covariantly according to representations r,r' , and r"
of ^. Then
(i) ((F x F') x F")aβΊ = (Fx (F1 x F"))δεκ (τδa 0 r'εβ 0 7^) (φ) ,
1

l

(ii) (F x (F x F"))aβΊ = ((F x F') x F")δεκ (rδθί 0 r'εβ 0 r^) (φ~ ) .

(2.15)
(2.16)

Corollary 2.7 (Complex linear relations). If F = (Fa) transforms according to the
representation r of &* then
e).
(2.17)
f

If Fa = Za then Eq. (2.17) is trivial because r (e) is the identity matrix. Other
covariants are built up as x -products of Z's. The case of practical interest is therefore
when F — (F1 x F"). This transforms according to r = r' 0 r" and τ(e) = (r1 0
r") (Δ(e)) is not in general the identity matrix if Δ(e) ^ e 0 e. This reflects the
fact that the "true representation space" of a tensor product representation may in
general be a proper subspace of the tensor product of representation spaces. In this
case Eq. (2.17) is a nontrivial complex linear relation among the Fα's. It tells us that
those components which are not in the true representation space are in fact zero.
We are now ready to describe the elements of jff in another way.
Theorem 2.8 (Covariant products span j&). Every element of J$ is a complex linear
combination of elements of the form
(Zx(Zx...x(Zx

withn > Oandη G &* .

Z)...))0n...αι77

(2.18)
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Theorem 2.8 follows from Proposition 2.2 and the inversion formula in Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.9 (Braid relations for composite operators). Suppose that F = (Fa),
F1 = (Fβ), and F" — (F") transform covariantly according to representations τ, τ f ,
andr" of&*.
(i) Suppose that the braid relations
(F x F')aβ = dR(F' x F)μy(τva ® r'μβ) (R),
(F x F")aβ = d'R(F" x F)μρ(rρa ® τ£β) (R)
hold true. Then F and F' x F" satisfy braid relations
(F x (Ff x F")aβΊ = 44((F' x F") x F)μ,Q(rρθί ® (r1 (g) τ")μzΛ/?7) (R),
((F1 x F") x F)βΊa = dRd'R(F x (F1 x F"))eμ1/((τf (g) r"}μuβΊ ® rρa) (R).
(ii) IfFa,Fβ are complex linear combinations of x -products ofZa's (with brackets in
arbitrary positions), and are homogeneous in the Z's of degree n and m, respectively,
then
(F x F')aβ = (F1 x F)6Ί(g\τΊa <8> r'δβ) (R) .
(2.19)
In particular, if F' € JS is ^-invariant then
FaFf = F'Facg™.

(2.20)

The proof of this and other results of this section is in Appendix B.

3. The Coset Space JTT =^m/&*
We will construct a J55 -module &1- - i.e. a space which is a representation space
for &* and on which Za can act. It is obtained as a coset space ^ — 33 j&* . Its
elements are equivalence classes of elements of Jθ . Since ^* is an algebra and not
a group, we need a homomoφhism

to define the equivalence relation. This homomoφhism is given by the counit. Recalling Proposition 2.2 we define the equivalence relation by equating

if

m = n,

(i=l,...n),

a,i = bi

ε(ξ) = ε(η) .

(3.1)

We denote the maps into cosets by

becomes a J? -module by setting
Fε(G) = ε(FG)

for F , G e ^ .

(3.3)

We introduce a special notation for the image of the unit element e of J?,

Ω = ε(e).

(3.4)
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Theorem 3.1 (^*-invariance of 0 order monomials). Ω is ^-invariant in the sense
that
ξΩ = Ωε(ξ) for all ξ e $>* .
(3.5)
If(Fa) transforms according to representation τ of S?*, then FaΩ does so, too. That
is
= FβΩτβa(ξ).
(3.6)
Proof. ξΩ = ε(ξ) = Ωε(ξ) because ξ ~ eε(ξ). The second assertion follows from
the first because (id ®ε)Δ(ξ) — ξ. q.e.d.
Theorem 3.2 (Equivalent representations of elements o

n>0

with ^T(n) spanned by elements of the form
Zan...a{=Zan..

ZaιΩ

(n > 0) ,

(3.7)

z° = Ω. These elements can be written in the equivalent form
C..α, = (Z x (Z x . . . x (Z x Z) . . . ))0n...α, Ω .

(3.8)

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since ε(ξ) = Ωε(ξ)9 the first part follows from Proposition 2.2.
The equivalent representation (3.8) follows from the following lemma by induction
on ra with Fa = Za.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that F = (Fa) and F' = (F'β) transform covariantly according
to some representation r and r' . Then
(F x F')aβΩ = FaF'βΩ .

(3.9)

Proof of Lemma 3 .3 .
l

FaF'βΩ = (F x F")^* ® r'δβ ® id) (φ~ )Ω
= (Fx F')ΊδΩ(rΊa ® r
This follows from Eq. (1.23), i.e. (idΘidΘε)^" 1 ) — 4(e). The assertion of Lemma
f
3.3 follows now from covariance of (F x F ) and Corollary 2.7. q.e.d.
We will use multiindices a — (an...a\) (α^ = 1...7V) said to be of length
|α = n. If α = (αn . . . αi) and /? = (6m ... 61) we write
aV β = (α n ...αιδ m ...6ι).
We introduce a shorthand notation for n-fold tensor products of fundamental TVdimensional representations
r(n) - (r/ (g)(r/ (g)... (g)(r/ (g) r / )...))

(n factors).

r^β is defined for multiindices α, /3 of length n, and τ(0) = ε.
Lemma 3.4. T^^OT^e) = ^ eVΛy (0 /or n > m.

(3.10)
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Proof. Lemma 3.4 follows straight from the definitions and the homomorphism property of A. For instance
r

^αev/3(0^(e) - (rf ® r' <8> τf)dyae
= (rf ® τff <8> r / ) dVc ,e
(3)
- τ
m
'dVαeV7^/

since
(id(8>^)Z\(0(e®zXe)) = (id ®Δ) (Δ(ξ)e ® e) = (id(g)Z\)/l(0 .
This generalizes to arbitrary n > m in an obvious way.

(3.11)

q.e.d.

For multiindices a — (an ...a\),β = (bn . . . b\) of length n > k + 1 we define the
permutation matrices
Sa.bt .

bk

(3.12)

Theorem 3.5. Define matrices T(n)(σ^) (n > 2, k = 1 . . . n— 1) vwY/z multiindices α, /?
of length n as follows. Set R+ = R and R~ = R~l , where ' stands for interchange of
factors in &*&&*. Define
® e)^) ,
2.
1

n

(3.13)
(3.14)

n

/5 defines a representation of the braid group Bn with T^ \u) = r^ \e).
For n = 2 the expression for T(n) simplifies, because r(0) = ε,

The unit element ί, is not in general represented by the unit matrix. But this unusual
feature disappears when the action is restricted to the "true representation space" of
&* on which τ(n)(e) acts as the identity.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.. This is a corollary of Theorem 1.1. Using the notation of
Theorem 1.1 and the equality P%β = (^τf(en~k~l
).

(3.16)

Since the Γ(n)(σJ) appear as a homomorphic image of σ^, Artin relations for
T(n)(σ^) follow from those of σ^. Even if ^* is not semisimple, the assertion
of Theorem 3. 5 holds. In this case we can construct T^n\σ^) from maps ς^ defined
in the remark after Theorem 1.1,
ππ(n)/ ±\
_ pk /.r-xn //pn nix
-L
(&k ><xβ — ^a-γV&i T ^fc% )•

/o i η\
P-1/)

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. q.e.d.
Theorem 3.6. The J$ -module &^ admits an alternative description as follows. 3^ =
0 ^T(^} and^^ is spanned by elements z™, a = (an . . . a\), with complex linear
π>0

dependencies among them as follows:
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(i) z^ — ZβTβ™\e)9 truncation,
(ii) z™ = ZβCRTβ™\σk), k = 1 ... n — 1, braid invariance.
Elements ξ E ^* act according to

££ = *]?$&),

(3-18)

(n)

where r is the n-fold tensor product (3.10) of fundamental representations. Generators Za £ JS act according to
γ ~n _ n+\
^aZa — ZCLVOL '

We remark that the truncation identity (ί) follows from braid invariance (ii) if the
latter is postulated also for σ^1.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. The transformation law follows from Theorem 2.4, 3.1,
and 3.2.
ξzS=ξ(Zx(...(ZxZ)...))aΩ
= (Zx(...(ZxZ)...

= (Zx(...(ZxZ)...

)V(τ(n) ® id)βa(Δ(ξ))Ω

))βΩτ£\(id Θε)Z\(0) - Zβτ£\ξ)

since (id®ε)Δ(ξ) = ξ.
The action of Za follows from the original definition of Z™, with z° = Ω. It only
remains to show validity of the linear relations and that they are in fact the only ones.
Since ε(e) = 1 by the homomorphism property, eΩ = Ω follows from Theorem 3.1. Since eZa — Za it follows that ez™ = z% for all α,n. This shows that (i)
holds. Acting on this equation with Zarn . . . Zan+l (m > n) gives no new relation
because of Lemma 3. 4 with ξ = e. The consequences of Zae — Za are implied by
eΩ — Ω and ZaeZb = ZaZb, which follows from eZb = Zb. Therefore this gives
no new relations either. Therefore, the implication of the relation (i) of Definition 2.1
are embodied in (i) of Theorem 3.5.
Now we turn to the consequences of the braid relations (3) of Definition 2.1. Let
α — (an . . . a\) = (anan-\af). Using covariance property (3.18) we compute

Applying Zaπι . . . Zan+l to both sides we obtain
z™ = zFcnΊgfiσn-i)
(m)

for m>n.

(3.19)

(m)

The factor τ (e) in the definition of T (σn_ι) is irrelevant because of relation (i)
which was already established. This proves (ii). Conversely it is clear that all the implications of the braid relations (3) of Definition 2.1 were found, since we examined the
effect of the interchange of an arbitrary pair ZanZ(Ln_l in Zaπι . . . ZanZan _λ . . . Zaι Ω.
q.e.d.
4. The Algebra &~τ
We define a product
algebra.

in 3^ which makes ^ into a not necessarily associative
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Definition 4.1 (Product in &^\ Let Z° = e and
2?n...α, =(ZX(ZX...X(Z*Z)...

))αn...αι

far

U > 1,

(4.1)

so that z^ = Z%Ω. Define
z^1) - (Zn x Zm)aβΩ

(zl

(4.2)

for n, m > 0. In particular, Ω = z° is the identity of the algebra 3^ '.
We show below that Definition 4.1 is meaningful. Before we turn to the proof, we
list some properties of the algebra
Theorem 4.2. (i) Generators Z& E

! act on ^ by multiplication with za = z\

f = (za
(ii) ξ E ίF* acts on the algebra

f).

as a generalized derivation

ί*Ξ = *?$te>,
1

2

ί(/

(4.3)
1

2

/ ) = m(^(0[/ ®/ ]),

(4.4)

(n)

where r
is the n-fold tensor product τ^ ®(τ f 0 ... ®(τ f 0 r O . . . )) of fundamental representations τ$ of ¥?* and m:^^ ^^ —> 3^ is multiplication in ^τ.
(iii) The algebra 3^ is quasi-associative in the sense that the product zan ...zaι
with arbitrary specification of the position of brackets can be written as a complex
linear combination of products Zbn . . . z^ with any other specification of brackets.
Reassociation is performed with the help of the formulae

((fa
(Is

/«)) = ((/« f ' β )

(fe

valid if f,f',f"
(iv) ΓΛe product

/")) (τ«ί ® r'βε ® r 'j (φ) ,

/") = (Js

1

f") fo« ® <β ® <-γ) (V )

(4.5)
(4-6)

€ ^^ transform according to representations τ,τ',τ" of

is braid-commutative in the sense that
= (z™ zϊ)c%«\τ£ ® T™) (R) .

(4.7)

The generalized derivation property can be written as follows. Let Δ(ξ) —
ξ2σ. Then

Remark. We may convert Definition 4.1 into an explicit formula which exhibits z% Zβ
as a sum of terms z™+rn with complex coefficients. Straightforward computation leads
to the result
with

- 10)
n

2

k

((id®Δ - in the notation (1.25)f.

,

(0 < k < n - 2)

(4.11)
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Proof that Definition 4.1 is meaningful. It must be verified that the definition of the
product is consistent with the linear dependencies among the elements z%. We must
therefore show that
( z Z - z ) T ( e ) = (z2-zp),

(4.12)

and
(zl

z™)cRΊ%\σk) = (zl

C# - zp)cRΊ™(σk) = (zl

zf) ,

(4.14)

z$)

(4.15)

for 1 < fe < m — 1 and for 1 < k < n — 1, respectively.
We wrote the definition of the product
in manifestly covariant form, but
Lemma 3. 3 tells us that it can also be written in the equivalent form
/ n
(Za

^m \ _ rγn rγm (-)
Zβ ) — ΛaZiβ U .

/A i /r\
(4.10)

Validity of Eqs. (4.12 . . . 4.15) will therefore follow from the identities
^τ£>(e) = Z;,

(4.17)

and from
Proposition 4.3. Z£cRT(^(σk) = Zra for 1 < k < n - 1.
Equation (4.17) follows from Corollary 2.7, and Proposition 4. 3 is proven in Appendix C. This shows that Definition 4.1 is meaningful, q.e.d.
ProofofTheorem42. (i) follows from Eq. (4.16). (ii) follows from Theorem 3.1, the
covariance of Zn x Zm (Theorem 2.4), and the definition of the tensor product of
representations, (iii) is a corollary of the reassociation identities, Theorem 2.6. (iv)
follows from the braid relations for composites, Theorem 2.9. q.e.d.

5. The Structure of the S? * -Module J^τ
In this section we specialize to the truncated quantum group algebra S^* associated
J
with Uq(sl2\ The irreducible representations r of &* are the "physical" representations of Uq(sl2), i.e. the irreducible representations of Uq(sΪ2) with nonzero quantum
dimension. They are labelled by
J = 0, £ , . . . , £(p-2),
th

and have dimension 2 J+l, if q is a p root of unity. We assume p > 4 for simplicity.
Theorem 5.1 (Structure of ^τ). Let S?* be the truncated quantum group algebra
associated with Uq(sl2\ q a primitive pth root of unity, p > 4, and let rf be its
fundamental 2 -dimensional representation. Then
(i) &™ = Ofor alln>p-l.
(ii) <F^W> carries the n+ 1 -dimensional irreducible representation ofS?* ifn < p—2.
(iii) ^ is associative.
The main ingredients of the proof are in the following two lemmas.
1

Lemma 5.2. dim^ ^ = n+lifn<p-2.
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Lemma 5.3. Suppose that J^^W carries the irreducible representation r a
carries the irreducible representation r' . Then 3fT(~r+sϊ ιs either zero or it carries a
subrepresentatίon ofτ&)τ'.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We recall that the tensor product of representations of S^* is
the truncated tensor product of physical representations of Uq(sl2), see Sect. 1. No
truncation appears in the tensor product τ 7 ® τ j if / + J < p — 2 — / — J, i.e. if
/+ J < |(p-2). Therefore the tensor product τ(n) of the n fundamental 2-dimensional
representations τ* is untruncated if n < p — 2. It follows that τ(n)(e) = 1 in this case,
so that the linear relations in Theorem 3. 6 come from braid symmetrization only, and
are the same as if we used the invertible Uq(sl2) ^-element Rq in place of R. But in
the nontruncated quantum plane, the braid relations reduce to [1,2,3]
zlz2 = q-l/2z2zl.

(5.1)

This can be used to shift all factors z\ to the right of all factors z%. There can be
0 . . . n factors z\ . It follows that the number of linearly independent vectors in l
is n + 1. q.e.d.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Because of quasi-associativity of the product in
is spanned by elements of the form (w - υ), with w Glί^T(r) and v G ^T(s\ By
hypothesis ^/Γ^ carries representation r and ^Γ^ carries representation r' . Since
G S^* act on ^^ as generalized derivations by Theorem 4.2( (ii), it follows that
s) carries a subrepresentation of r (g) r' if it is not zero, q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Validity of Theorem 5.1 (ii) for 0 < n < (p— 2) follows from the
two lemmas and the tensor product decomposition (1.33, 1.31) applied to rj ® r 1 / 2 .
To prove the first part of Theorem 5.1 it suffices to show that ^T(P~V) = 0 since
all higher order polynomials contain factors of order p— 1. In the following PJ G 5^*
should denote the minimal central element of SP* that is associated with the irreducible
2J + 1 -dimensional representation of 3?*. To prove jr^(p-D = Q we use that
(Z x Z)α6(r/c 0 τ£) (Δ(P°» = 0 .

(5.2)

This expresses the fact that there are no homogeneous polynomials of degree two
which transform according to the trivial representation. A formal proof can be found
in Appendix D. Moreover we know that all polynomials of degree p — 2 transform
according to the p - 1 -dimensional representation. In mathematical terms this means
that
1(P

-V)) .

(5.3)

We wish to show that
(Zp-3x(ZxZ»aab

= 0.

In order to establish this we will show that all the polynomials ((Zp~3 x Z) x Z)βcd
are linear combinations of the polynomials
(Zp~3 x(Zx Z))aab(rf}

0 r/c 0 τ£) (e ® Z\(P°))

which vanish due to (5.2). More precisely we show that
p

3

((Z ~ x Z ) x Z)βcda
-( -3)

= (Zp~3 x(Zx Z))aab (τ*

0 τ/Xd) ((e 0 Δ(PQ))A) ,

(5.4)
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where a •£ 0 is a real number and A G SP* Θ ^* ® S^* is given by ^4 =
(p

2)

(£(^l(P2 ~ ) (g) e). It follows from eq. (5.3) by reassociation that the right-hand side
of Eq. (5.4) equals
((ZP~3 X Z) X Z)ααb(τJ^~3W

(5.5)

Using the explicit expression (1.34) for φ it is easy to see that

(A(Pϊ(p-2}) <g) e)φ-\e (g> Z\(P°))A = (A(Pϊ(p~2}) (g) e)o ,
where a is some nonzero real number. So we get finally that the right-hand side of
Eq. (5.4) equals
((Zp~3 xZ)x Z)aab(τϊ(/~3)

® r/c ® τ£) (4(P5<P-2>) ® e)α

= ((Zp~3 x Z) x Z^cjα

(5.6)

by (5.3). This completes the proof that all products of the type (Zp~3 x Z) x Z
vanish. But since all other products of p — 1 generators Z can be obtained out of
these by reassociation, we established that ^^(p-i) — Q. This concludes the proof of
Theorem 5. l(i).
The associativity of ^ (Theorem 5.1(iii)) is by now a simple consequence of
some arguments displayed above. In the proof of Lemma 5.2 we have seen that
for polynomials of total degree n < p — 2 there are no relations from truncation.
This means that in such polynomials brackets can be moved (and removed) as in
the untruncated (associative) quantum plane. Theorem 5.1(i) states that nonvanishing
polynomials of degree n > p — 2 do not exist.
6. Quasi-Associative Exterior Differential Calculus
We return to the consideration of general quasi-quantum group algebras as described
in Sect. 1.
In this section we extend the algebra ^ to a quasi-associative algebra
(6.1)
n>0
n

τ

by adjoining θ^ to 3^-1$$^ — ^ . The space Λ ^ will be spanned by elements
of the form
with a = (αm . . . αi), β = (bn . . . b\), m = 0, 1,____The quasi-associative product in
ASf^ is written as in what follows.
Under restrictive assumptions on the representation r* an exterior derivative d
will be defined which acts on AS^ and enjoys the standard properties

d\An^τ ^Λn+l^τ ,

(6.3)

a

(6.4)

d = 0,

(6.5)

dza = θ ,
2

if x G An^τ, y G A^τ (Leibniz rule) .

(6.6)
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The actio'n of ^* on 3^ extends to an action on AS^ by generalized derivations.
We will obtain the quasi-associative algebra AS^ as a quotient from an associative
algebra
AJS = ^AnJS
(6.7)
n>0

which is generated by S?* and Za, θa subject to the relations (e — unit element
of S?*)

Zae = eZa = Za ,
θae = eθa = θa ,

(6.8)
(6.9)
and
for

(6.10)
ξeg?*,

f

(6.11)

(Z x Z)ab = (Z x Z)dc(ξ \r ca ® rjfr) (Jϊ) ,

(6.12)

(θ x ΘU = (θ x θ)dcCA \rfa 0 r/6) (R) ,

(6.13)

(θ x Z)α6 - -(Z x θ)dcςί Wα ® ^) (Λ) .

(6.14)

The phase factor CB = c^1 in our previous notation, and CA ^ CB is another phase
factor which remains arbitrary for now. Using these relations, a general element of
ΛnJ$ can be exhibited as a c-linear combination of elements of the form
Zan...Zaιθbm...θblξ.

(6.15)

The homomorphism (counit) ε : SP* ι—>• C induces a map ε to cosets similarly as
forJg',
ε: AJg> h-> Aί^τ = ΛJ@/S?* .
(6.16)
We use again a special notation for the image of the unit element.
Ω = ε(e) .

It is SP* -invariant,
ξ e ^* ,
n

(6.17)

n

Theorem 6.1. A ^ — φ AS^ and the space A 3^ of n-forms is spanned by
n
elements
^°
x«β = Zam...Zaιθbn...θblΩ
(6.18)
with a = (αm .. .a\), β = (bn ... 61), m = 0,1, ... .
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Theorem 6.1 follows from the observation (6.15). q.e.d.
The elements x^β can be rewritten in covariant form. Set

Then
(6.20)
This follows from familiar arguments, using (id ® id (g)ε) ((^) = Δ(e).
Finally we make AJ^ into a quasi-associative algebra.
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Definition 6.2a (Product in A^). Using the notation (6.19,6.20), a not necessarily
associative product - can be defined in Aί^ by
n

n

(x aβ α$) - (X x X^aβ^Ω ,
or, equivalently, by (x^β

(6.21)

x™δ) = X™βX™δΩ. Ω acts as unit element in

Theorem 6.2b. The product (6.21) in A^ is well defined and quasi-associative. It
makes ^ into a graded algebra, ξ G S^* acts on ΛJ^ as a generalized derivation.
It is obvious that products of elements in An^ and A? 3^ are in Λn+p &^ '. The
rest of the theorem is proven in the same way as it was proven for ^ (Theorem 4.2).
If we set
,
(6.22)
then
<β = (Zam ' (Zam^

' . . . (^ ' (θbn

(0^

. . . (θ^ ) . . . ) ) ) . . . ) ) .

(6.23)

Thus, Za acts as multiplication by za, and θa acts as multiplication by θa. The algebra
has properties very much like the properties of the algebra ^ stated in Theorem 4.2,
i.e. it is quasi-associative and (graded) braid commutative. Braid-commuting two
factors θ gives an extra c^c^1 -factor compared to the braid-commutation of z. This
generalizes the anticommutation of differential forms.
Let us finally investigate under which assumptions an exterior derivative d can be
adjoined to A^. It is required to be S^* -invariant,
dξ = ξd for

ξeZ?* ,

(6.24)

and subject to the relations
2

d = 0,
dZa = θa + Zad
dθa = -θad.

(6.25)

These relations are actually not independent. The last relation follows from the first
two relations, as is seen by multiplying the second one with d from left or right.
However, consistency of (6.25) with braid relations (6.12, 6.13, 6.14) does not hold
in general. As an example for the checks to be done, let us multiply (6.12) by d from
the left. After shifting d to the right by application of (6.25) we obtain
(Z x θ)ab + (θ x Z)ab = ((Z x θ)dc + (θ x Z)dc)β-(a <g> rdb) (R) .

(6.26)

In this expression we already subtracted terms of the type (Z x Z)d. Now we use
(6.14) to deduce
(Z x Θ)α6(τ£ Θ r f a f ) (e®e- c~Al R) (τffc Θ r/d) (e 0 e - c~Bl R) = 0 .

(6.27)

When applied to an element in Λr^Γ this would give rise to a new linear relation
in Ar+l ,^τ , if the coefficients of the Z x (9 -terms are nonzero. In conclusion, for an
exterior derivative d with properties (6.25) to exist, we have to assume
(rί ® Φ (e ® ecΛ ~ R) (rffc 0 r/d) (e ® ecB - R) = 0 .

(6.28)

This means that the matrix (r^ ®τf) (R) should have only two distinct eigenvalues.
We will prove in Sect. 8 and Appendix D that this is also sufficient.
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Theorem 6.3 (Leibniz rule). Assume that (6.25) are consistent with the braid relations.
Defining dΩ = 0 we have
dza = θa ,

(6.29)
n

d(x y) = (dx - y) + (-l) (x - dy) if

n

Ί

τ

x <E A ^ ', y G A^ .
(6.30)

To prove this we will need
Lemma 6.4. Let Xlr^β = dX£β - (-l)HX%βd. Then XlΎ^β is a linear combination
of elements Xμι/ with complex coefficients, and X'™β transforms like X™β under 3?*.
Proof of Lemma 6.4. Since d is 5^* -invariant we have dF = (d x F) and (d x Z)a =
(Z x d)a + θα, (d x θ)& = — (0 x d)b. We push d through the factors Zα, θ& in
X%β. To apply the formulae just mentioned one needs to do various reassociations.
Further reassociations are needed in order to use the covariant θ x Z braid relation
to push emerging factors θ to the right. But all the reassociations involve only taking
complex linear combinations. This shows that X™'β is a linear combination of elements
Xμj, with complex coefficients. Covariance follows because d is S?* -invariant, and
r = n + 1 by counting factors θ. This proves Lemma 6.4. q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. By definition
d(x y) =

d(XnxXm)aβΊδΩ.

Since d transforms according to the trivial 1 -dimensional representation ε of &* we
have that
d(Xn

X Xm)aβΊδ

= (dx (Xn X Xm))α/37<5

=

((dxXn)xXn)aβΊδ

= (-l)n((Xn xd)x Xm)^6 + (Xn> x
because of the definition and covariance property of Xf, Lemma 6.4. Thus
d(Xn x X™) = (-l)n(Xn x(dx Xm))aβΊδ 4- (Xn' x Xm
= (-\T+™ (X- x (X™ x d))aβΊδ + (-\T(Xn x

We will apply both sides to Ω. The first term equals
(-l)n+m((Xn

x Xm) x d)aβΊδ = (-lΓ+m(Xn x Xm

and vanishes when applied to Ω. Since dί? = 0, ε(X£β) = dx™β = dx, and similarly
for dy. Thus we get

d(x - y) = X2βX™δΩ + (-iΓXΪrff
n
= (dx y) + (-l) (x-dj/)

Ω

by Lemma 6.4 and Definition 6.2a of the product in Aί^ .

q.e.d.
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7. A Quasi- Associative Generalization of Noncommutative Differential Geometry
The spaces A*1 3^ D ^ are ^ - bimodules. In the algebraic setting, such modules
substitute for spaces of sections in vectorbundles. Elements of Λ"1^ substitute for
nth rank antisymmetric tensor fields on the plane. We wish to introduce covariant
exterior derivatives
Ό\An^τ •-> Λn+l^τ.
(7.1)
They should be covariant under 3?* -valued gauge transformations.
Every element za in ^ = J?/^* has a preferred representative Za in J?, and
3$ is spanned by elements Zaξ with ξ G &* . Therefore JS can be regarded as an
algebra of functions on the quantum plane with values in ^*. The invertible elements
of 3S will be considered as gauge transformations.
Similarly, the elements of 1^33 may be regarded as S^*-valued 1-forms.
We introduce covariant exterior derivatives
,

A^Al3β.

(7.2)

They can act on elements of A&^\ Dω = dω -f Aω, where the second term involves
the action of elements of AJS on A^ = Λ j f f / ^ * .
If Ξ is a gauge transformation, Ξ G J?, invertible, then
DΞω = ΞD'ω

for

ω G Λ&* ,

£>' = d + A',
A^S-US + S-^S1].

(7.3)
(7.4)

(7.5)

The field strength tensor F G Λ2, is defined by

F = D2 = {d, A} + AA .

(7.6)

^4 G Λ 1 J? contains a single factor θ. It follows from this and from the relations
(6.25) between d, Zα, and θa that indeed {d, A} G Λ2^1.
Consider the special case that S^7* is the truncated quantum group associated with
Uq(sl2). Then ^* is a finite sum of full matrix algebras. Therefore it has plenty of
invertible elements. The elements of J? are polynomials in Za's up to some maximal
degree which is determined by g, by the result of Sect. 5. All the monomials except
those of degree 0 are nilpotent elements of J?. It follows that 38 also has plenty of
invertible elements.

8. Partial Derivatives
In this section we wish to extend A^ to an algebra which contains also partial
derivatives dά as generators. We will be able to do this under more restrictive assumptions on the symmetry algebra. They are satisfied for the truncated quantum
f
group algebras 5^* which are associated with Uq(sl2) if τ is the 2-dimensional
fundamental representation.
We recall that the contragredient representation f of a representation r of S^* is
defined with the help of the antipode 9*

(8.1)
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We assume that &* is semisimple, that r^ ® τ* contains the 1 -dimensional representation ε as a subrepresentation, and that the representations τf 0 r^ and τ^ (££) τ^
decompose into a sum of two representations each.
Explicitly we have r^ (^) r^ ~ rA Θ TB and r^ (££) r* ~ TΛ 0 rB with irreducible
representations τ A ,τ β ,τ^,τ^. We recall that semisimplicity implies the existence
of the element & G ^* 0 ^* which was defined before Theorem 1.1 and which
interchanges factors in ^* 0 S^*, ^(ξ 0 77) = (77 0 O^ Let £+ = ^JR and JT =
R~l& as before. It follows from the intertwining properties of R and ζP that

As a consequence

),

(8.2)
(8.3)

so that these J?-matrices have only two eigenvalues each. We assume that

CA = CΛ ,
cβ ^ CΛ ,
C£ ^ cA .

(8.4)
(8.5)
(8.6)

In these formulas, Pc e S^* denotes the minimal central projector which belongs
to the irreducible representation τ c and the cc are complex constants. Let us choose
CR — cξl as in Definition 1 . 1 . We are going to introduce differential operators d^
which transform according to the contragredient τ* of the fundamental representation
rΛ The differentials Θa of the last section transform like Za. Latin indices α, ά etc.
will take values 1 . . . N if r^ has dimension N.
Because of covariance properties, x -products can be defined as in Sect. 3. For
instance
(θ x d)ab = θcdd(τfa 0 ffάb 0 id) (φ) .
(8.7)
Definition 8.1 (Metric tensor). We write r and r in this section in place of rf and
τ* . The entries g^b of a metric tensor and gab of a twisted inverse metric tensor are
complex numbers with the following defining properties.
(i) Covariance: For all ξ G S^*
9cd(r

r)όdάb(ξ) = gάbε(ξ) ,
ab

(τ(£)f)cdaί)g

cd

= g ε(0.

(8.8)
(8.9)

(ii) Normalization
9jg(τha 0 rfb (g) rgc) (φ)gab = δhx .

(8.10)

It will become apparent later on that left-hand side and right-hand side of Eq. (8.10)
are proportional as a consequence of covariance, therefore Eq. (8.10) can be ensured
by suitable normalization, if the left-hand side of Eq. (8.10) is not 0. Suitable tensors
gab and gab exist then and are provided by Clebsch Gordon coefficients for g^*. The
normalization convention leaves the freedom

9άb -> \gάb ,

gab -> λ-y * ,

(λ G C) .
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Definition 8.2 (Algebra of multiplication and differentiation operators and differentials). Given metric tensors with properties as in Definition 8.1 , the associative algebra
& is generated by elements ξ G ^*, Za,θa, and dά subject to the following relations:
(i) The unit element e G S?* is also unit element of ^ .
(ii) Covariance: For ξ G ^*,
(8.11)
(8.12)
(8.13)
(iii) Braid relations
(Z x Z)ab = (Z x Z)dc<ξ\τca <8> τdb) (R) ,

(8.14)

(θ x θ)ab = (θ x θ)dcc^\τca ® TΛ) (R) ,

(8.15)

{

(9 x d)άb = (8x d)dέcg (fέά

® %) (Λ) ,

(θ x Z)ab = -(Z x θ^c^Tca ® τd6) (Λ) ,
(θ x d)ab = -(9 x θ)dccA(τca ® fj,,) (R) ,
(3 x Z)άb = gάbe -(Zx d)dtcA(ftt ® τdb) (R) .

(8. 16)
(8. 17)
(8.18)
(8.19)

Inverse braid relations involving R~l can be derived from those stated here. The
braid relations are here written in 5^-covariant form, but they can be transformed
into relations involving ordinary products, as in Definition 2.1.
It follows from the definitions that elements of & can be written as a linear
combination of terms
Zaι...Zanθbl...θbπιdόl...dόpξ

(8.20)

with ξ G &* . One verifies that all braid relations, including (8.19), are S^*-covariant.
Theorem 8.3. & D 3B .
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix D. Let us emphasize that this result
is not trivial. The inhomogeneous ones among the relations in Definition 8.2 could
in principle induce new relations among the Z's. In this case, the subalgebra of ^
which is generated by the Z's would not be J?, but a factor $} j& where the ideal &
is furnished by the new relations. The restrictive assumptions stated at the beginning
of this section are imposed in order to ensure that this does not happen.
Next we show that the exterior derivative d with the properties (6.3)ff. can be
constructed from differentials θb and partial derivatives. Note that the necessary
condition (6.28) for existence of d is satisfied by the decomposition (8.2) of the
^-matrix.
Theorem 8.4 (exterior derivative). Define d = ga^(θ x d)ab. Then d is &* -invariant
and
d2 = 0,
dZa = θa + Zad.

(8.21)
(8.22)

Proof of Theorem 8.4. First we prove SP*-invariance, dξ = ξd. By covariance of the
x -product,
x d)abgab = (θx d)cά((τ (g) τ)cάab Θ i
= (θx d)cdgcd(ε Θ id) (4(0) = (θ x d)cdgcdξ '
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as claimed. Next we prove d2 = 0. Since d transforms according to the 1 -dimensional
representation, it follows from Theorem 2.4 and the braid relation for composites,
Theorem 2.9, that
d2 = dxd =-^(d
x d)(ε <S> ε)(Λ) = C— d x d =C— d2 .
(8.23)
C
B
B
B
Property (1.9) was used to conclude that (ε <8> ε) (R) = e. The factor is a consequence
of Theorem 2.9. This proves d2 = 0 since ca ^ CQ was assumed. Finally we show
that dZa = θa + Zad. Since d is S?* -invariant, dZc = (d x Z)c by Theorem 2.4. If
the first term in the (d x Z) braid relations were absent, the result would be given by
the braid relation for composites again. Thus
(d x Z)c = 1st term + (Z x d)e(ε <8> rec) (R)
= 1st term + Zcd,

(8.24)

because (ε ® id) (R) = e by Eq. (8.9). To find the first term we write
(d x Z)c = ga\(θ xd)x Z)abc
= gab(θ x(0x Z))efg(rea ® ffb ® rgc) (φ)
= gabθh(d x Z} ik(τhe ® (f (g) r)lkίg ® id) (φ) (rea ® f / 6 ® τgc) (φ)
= 9ab9ikθh(rhe ® (f (g) r)ίfc/p Θ id) (<p) (reα 0 f / 6 0 τgc) (φ) + 2nd term .
We can use the covariance property of gik to write the explicit term as
1st term - gabgfgθh(rhe

<g> id) ((id ®ε Θ id) (φ)) (τea (g) f / 6

with
(8.25)
Since d is S^* -invariant, (dxZ)c and (Zxcί)rf transform like Zc. Since r is irreducible,
the same must be true of the term Θhθt-hc> It follows that othc &* ^hc, as was mentioned
after Definition 8.1. By hypothesis, the metric tensors have the normalization property
of Definition 8.1. Therefore the 1st term equals θc. This proves that dZa = θa
and completes the proof of Theorem 8.4. q.e.d.
Next we reconsider the space A^1^ of forms. We reconstruct this linear space
as a factor space of ^. In this way it becomes a ^-module. The elements of <$
can act on it as multiplication and differentiation operators. A product in A^ was
constructed in Sect. 6. ΛS^ is constructed as a coset space ^j ^ with the help
of a homomorphism ε\^ —» C. The coset space consists of equivalence classes,
Xξ ~ Xε(ξ) if ξ e #.
Definition 8.5 (^-module A^). Let ^ C ® be generated by elements ξ e ^*
and by dά (a — 1 . . . N). Extend the counίt of 3?* to a homomorphism ε : ^ —> C by
setting ε(dά) = 0. Define
(8.26)
where cosets are formed with the help of ε as explained above. Writing ε :&
for the map to cosets, E G 0$ acts on A^^ in the obvious way
Eε(X) = ε(EX} .

(8.27)
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The special element Ω = ε(e) is annihilated by differential operators

Since d is an element of &, it can act on AS^ . We established the relations stated
in Theorem 8.4. It was proven before that Leibniz rule follows.
8.1. Example (Truncated Quantum Group Algebras Uq(sl2)). Let q be a primitive
th
p root of unity. For simplicity we restrict attention to p > 5 and representation
f _ r ι/2 T]^ representation τf is then equivalent to r 1 / 2 . In tensor products of
τ
up to three of these two-dimensional representations no truncation appears if p > 5.
Therefore
(τf ® τf (8) τ f ) (φ) = 1 if p > 5 ,
(8.28)
and (τf ®τf) (R), (τf®τf) (R), and (τf®τf) (#) are the same as in the nontruncated
case. As a result, the fundamental braid relations are the same as in the ordinary
quantum plane, except that ordinary products must be replaced by covariant ones.
Thus the (Z x Z) and (d x d) braid relations reduce to
(Z x Z)12 = q~l/2(Z x Z)2ι ,
l/2

(d x 0)12 - q O x 9)2i ,

(8.29)
(8.30)

while the (Θ x θ) braid relations give

(θ x <9)12 = -<?1/2(θ x θ)21 ,
The (θ x Z) braid relations give
(9 x Z)n = q~l/2(Z x
(3 x Z)21 = q~l'\Z x d)12 ,
ι

ι

1

(9 x Z)n = e + g-^Z x 9)π + (ςf" - 1) (Z x d)22 ,

The (9 x Θ) braid relations are of the same form, except that the inhomogeneous
terms e are absent.
The exterior derivative is given by
d = (θ x <9)n + (θ x 9)22 .

(8.32)

One reads off that
9άb = δάb ,

gab = δab .

9. Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1.1
Lemma A.I. Δn~l(ξ) commutes with a?* for all ξ G S^*, n, 1 < k < n - 1.

(8.33)
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Proof. We will give the proof f or n = 3, k = 2. The general case uses essentially the
same argument:
Δ2(ξ)φ(R+ (g) e)φ~l = φ(A <g> iά)Δ(ξ) (R+ (g) e)φ~l
= φ(&> (g) e) (A1 (g) id)4(ξ) (Λ (8) e)φ~l

= φ(R+ (g) e) (Δ (g) i
Lemma A.2. Lei Bn[B'n] denote the subalgebra generated by σ£ (k = 1, . . . , n — 1)
αrcd ^^(e) /σ£ (k = 2, . . . , n - 1) and An~l(e)]. Then the following maps:
(i) In : Bn — > £n+1 defined on generators of Bn by
/n(σ£) = ^n(e) (e (g) σjf ) = ^ζn+1 /or β//
n

1

1 < fc < n - 1 ,

n

/n(2\ - (e)) = 2\ (e),

(9.1)
(9.2)

(ii) C^ :B'n —> 5n±ι defined on generators of B'n by

(9.3)

for all 2<k<n-l,
n 1

n

C±(2\ - (e)) = (2\ -

1±1

)(e)

(9.4)

extend to homomorphisms of algebras.
Proof. The lemma is a simple consequence of Lemma A.I with the special choice
ξ = e and the relation Aj(e)Aj(e) = Aj(e).
Lemma A.3. σ\~ σ\ = A2(e) = σ\<^~
Proof. Since R~ = R~1^, σ?~ = φ(R~ (g) e)φ~l is the quasi-inverse of σ\ =
φ(R+ (g) e)φ~l. This proves the lemma.

Lemma A.4. σ^σj = σ^σ^ for all n>5.
Proof. Since σ^_λ = (id2 ®An~3) (φ(R+ (g) e)φ~l) and σ% = An~l(e)(e2 (g) ?n~%
the lemma follows directly from Lemma A.I.
l

l

Lemma A.5. Let Φ be defined byΦ = (id (g)Z\(g)id) (ψ~ ) (e®φ~ ). Then the following
two relations hold:
(i) φσ\ = (ψ(R+ 0 e)ψ~l (g) e)Φ,
(ii) φσ4 = (e 0 ^+ (g) e)Φ.
Proof, (i) Using (1.11) and the intertwining properties of ^, Λ, we get

=
) e) (Z\ (g) id (g) id) (y?"1) (^+ (g) e2) (id (g) i
= (ψ(R+ 0e)y?~ 1 0e)Φ.
The proof of (ii) is similar. For detailed proofs of the used reformulations of (1.11)
cp. Appendix B.
σ

σ

Lemma A.6. σ\σ\σ\ = ^2 3 2Proof. Lemma 6 follows by recurrent use of Lemma 5 and the quasi- Yang Baxter
equation.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. In Lemma A.3, 4, 6, the Artin relations have been established
for special values of n, k. But under the action of the homomorphisms defined in
Lemma A.2, these relations map to all the Artin relations for arbitrary values of n, k.
Thus the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
10. Appendix B: Proofs for Sect. 2
Proof of Theorem 2.4 (Inversion formula). The proof of the inversion formula (2.9)
is not an entirely trivial consequence of the definition of the x -product because φ~l
is not a true inverse of φ. It will be necessary to use the information that e acts as
the identity in 38 .
Using the formula φφ~l = (id®Δ)Δ(e), we get from the definition (2.8) of the
x -product
(F x F*)aβ(τaδ ® τ'βΊ ® id) (φ-1) = FεF'κ(τεδ ® <7 ® id) ((id ®Δ)Δ(e)) . (10.1)
Write Δ(e) = Σ elσ ® e^. Because e is the unit element of JS according to Definiσ

tion2.1, we have
FΊF'6 = eFΊF'δ =
= Σ FεF'κτεΊ(elσ) (τ'κδ
σ

That is
FΊF'δ = FεF'κ(τεΊ ® τ'κδ ® id) ((id ®Δ)Δ(e)) .
Inserting this into Eq. (10.1) proves the inversion formula (2.9).

(10.2)
q.e.d.

Proof of Theorem 2.4 (Invariants). If one of the factors is ^* -invariant, the definition
of the x -product simplifies to (2.10) because of Eqs. (1.6). q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 2.5 (Covariance). The left-hand side of Eq. (2.13) transforms according to the representation r = r^ (££) T^ by Theorem 2.4. [This representation
is described explicitly in Eq. (2.12).] For the same reason, the. right-hand side of
Eq. (2.13) transforms according to
ξ(Z x Z)cd^dc,ab = (Z x Z)β/(fβ/ϊCd ® id)(4(0)^dc,αb
= (Z X Z)β/(r/c 0 Tffd 0 id) ((Δ

x Z ) e f ( τ f f d ® r/c
x Z)e/(τ/β ® r/6 ® id) ((Zi'(^) ® ^)(JR ®
σ

The principal property (1.7), Λ4(0 = Δ'(ξ)R of Λ tells us that this equals
ξ(Z x Z)cd^dc,ab = ^(Z x Z)ef(rffa

0 r/6

= (Z x ^)e/^/e)dc(r

® τ 6 ® id) ((Δ <

= (Z X ^)e/%e)dc(f(iC)α6

This is the desired transformation law.

q.e.d.
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I

Proof of Theorem 2.5 (Equivalence of Braid Relations), (i) The braid relations (3) of
Definition 2.1 imply in view of the definition (2.8) of the x-product
(Z x Z)ef = cRZcZd3$dc,ab(τle 0 τ*f 0 id) (φ)
= cRZcZd(rfde 0 τfcf 0 id) (<p2i3(R 0 e)φ~lφ).

(10.3)

<y? 1 is not a true inverse of φ. Therefore φ lφ is not the identity. But φ lφ —
(Δ 0 id)Δ(e) according to Eq. (1.5) of sect. 1. Thus
e)φ~lφ = ^2ιs(^ ® e) (4 ® id)Z\(e) = ^isC^' ® id)zi(e) (fl (g) e)
by the principal property (1.7) of R. Introduce the permutation operator P\2 on &* 0
^* (8) S?* by
In this notation
Ψm(R 0 e)yΓ V = ^12 [^(^ ® id)Zi(e)] (Λ ® e) .
Inserting this into Eq. (10.3) yields
(Z x Z)β/

0 rfff ® id) (Λ ® e)

= cRZcZd(rfcf

0 τ^e/ (8) id) ((^(Z\ 0 id)zA(e)) (r[,e ® r/;/ 0 id) (β ® e) . (10.4)

Now we use Eq. (1.22) of Sect. 1 which tells us that φ(Δ ® id)Δ(e) — φ.
Inserting this in expression (10.4) and using the definition of the x -product again
yields
(Z x Z)ef - cR(Z x Z}ffe,(τfe,e 0 r/7/) (R) .
This is the desired result in view of the definition of JB. This shows that the braid
relations (2.13) are implied by Definition 1.
(ii) Now we start from the braid relations (2.13) in Theorem 2.5. We contract them
with (τf ® τf (g) id) (φ~l) to get
(Z x Z)ab(rfaf

0 τlg ® id) (φ~l) = ZkZι(rfkf

0 rfg 0 id) (φφ'1) = ZfZg . (10.5)

The second of these equalities obtains from φφ~l — Qd®Δ)Δ(e) using the following
special case of Eq. (10.2):
ZaZc = ZbZd(rla 0 rfdc 0 id) ((id ®Δ)Δ(e)) ,

(10.6)

Equation (2.13) of Theorem 2.5 implies therefore that
Z/Zg ^(Zx Z)cdcR^dc,ab(τfaf
= ZkZιcR(rfkf

0 rlg 0 id) (φ'1)

0 r^ 0 i

This is the desired braid relation of Definition 2.1 in view of the Definition Eq, (2,3)
of Jg. q.e.d.
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Proof of Theorem 2.6 (i). From the definition of the x-product, its covariance property
stated in Theorem 2.4, and the definition of the tensor product (££) of representations
one computes
((F x F') x F")aβΊ
= FκF'μFΪ(τκa

® r'μβ <g> r^ ® id) ([id (g) id ®Δ] (φ) [Δ ® id <g> id] (φ» , (10.7)

and

(Fx(F'xF")) α/37 - F«F;^(Tica®r^(8)r^(8)id)((e(8)^) [id®4<g>id](y>)). (10.8)
Theorem 2.6 (i) follows now from Drinfelds relation (1.11), viz.
(id (g) id (g)Z\) (<£>) (/A <g> id ® id) (y>) = (e ® y?) (id (gZ\ (g id) (φ) (φ®e).

(10.9)

Similarly, Theorem 2.6 (ii) follows from the following relation:
(id (g id <g/\) (y>) (4 (g) id (8) id) (φ) (φ~{ <g e) = (e (g) <£>) (id (g)Z\ 0 id) (φ) .

(10.10)

This proves Theorem 2.6 assuming relation (10.10).
Proof of Relation (10.10). We deduce (10.10) from (10.9). Multiplying (10.9) with
(φ~l (g) e) from the right we obtain Eq. (10.10) except that the right-hand side is
replaced by
(e (8) φ) (id<8>2\ (g) id) (φ) (φφ~l Θ e)
= (e <8> <p) (id <&Δ (8) id) (y?) ((id <g)Z\)Z\(e) (g) e)
= (e (g> y?) (id (g)Z\ (g) id) (y>) (id (g)Z\ <8> id) (Z\(e) (g) e))
= (e (g) y?) (id (g)Z\ (g) id) (φΔ(e) (g) e).
From (1.22) it follows that
φ(Δ(e)®e) = φ.

(10.11)

Inserting this reproduces the right-hand side of Eq. (10.10). This completes the proof
of Eq. (10.10) and of Theorem 2.6. q.e.d.
Proof of Corollary 2.7. Inserting Theorem 2.6 (i) into Theorem 2.6 (ii) we obtain with
l
φφ~ =(id®Δ)Δ(e\
(F x (F' x F"))aβΊ - (F x (Ff x F"))κμv(τκa 0 r'μβ (g r^) ((Δ ® id)Δ(e))
= (Fx (Ff x F"))κμΊ,(τ (g)(τ' (g) r"))κμ^aβΊ(e).

(10.12)

Now we specialize to singlets F' = e, F" — e. They transform according to the trivial
1-dimensional representation r' — r" = ε which is given by the counit. τ(g)ε = r
according to Eq. (1.21), for any representation r. Furthermore (e x F)a = Fa by
Eq. (2.10) of Theorem 2.4. In the special case considered, Eq. (10.12) reduces therefore
to the assertion of Corollary 2.7. q.e.d.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. One converts ordinary products into covariant ones by use of
Theorem 2.4, starting to the right. Writing φ~l = J] £i®£σ®σ» factors ξ%. will appear
σ

which can be multiplied with the factors η G ^* standing to the right of them. After
all ordinary products are converted in this way, one ends up with an expression of
the form (2.18). q.e.d.
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Proof of Theorem 2.9 (Braid Relations for Composites), (i): The result of the exchange
of F with (Ff x F") can be determined from the braid relations in the hypothesis of
the theorem and quasi-associativity (Theorem 2.6) by the sequence of steps shown in
the following diagram.

(F x F') x F"

^

F" x(F x F'}
ΐ

I

(10.13)

1

F x (F x F"} ^Fx (F" x F') ι-> (F x F") x F' •-> (F" x F) x F' .

This leads to the same result as claimed in Theorem 2.9 if
\2<P~l -

(10.14)

Similarly, the braid relation which effects the inverse exchange follows from the
identity
<P '

(10.15)

These two relations are true by definition in a weak quasitriangular quasi Hopf algebra,
see Eqs. (10.12, 10.13) in Sect. 1. This proves Theorem 2.9 (i).
(ii): Theorem 2.9 (ii) follows from part(i) by induction, with the assertion of Theorem 2.5 as the starting point. In the special case when one of the factors is SP*
invariant, the result can be simplified as indicated with the help of Eq. (1.9). q.e.d.
11. Appendix C: Proof of Proposition 4.3
We wish to prove that
Z$cRΊ*g(σk-ι) = Z%

(11.1)

for k = 2 ... n.
To prepare for the proof, two lemmas will be stated and proven. We take it as
a standing hypothesis that vectors F = (Fα), F1 = (F'β), F" = (F") transform
covariantly according to some representations r, r', r" of &* .

Lemma C.I. Suppose that
(F x F')aβ = (F1 x F)δΊc(rΊOί <g> τ'δβ) (R)

(1 1.2)

with some factor c E C. This implies
((F x F') x F")aβμ = ((Ff x F) x F"))*7μc(τ7α <8> r'δβ) (R) ,
1

(F" x(Fx F'))μaβ = (F" x (F x F))μδΊc(rΊOί <g> r'δβ} (R) .

(11.3)
(1 1.4)

Proof of Lemma C.I. From the definition of the x -product and its covariance property, the definition of the tensor product of representations and hypothesis (11.2) one
computes
l.h.s. = ((F x F') x F")aβμ
= ((F1 xF)x F")δΊVc(rΊOί (g) τ'δβ <g> r'lμ <g> id) (A) ,
A = (Z\ / (g)id(8)id)(^~ 1 )(^(g)e(8)e)(Z\(8)id(
By the fundamental property of R
A = (Δf (g) id (8) id) (φ~lφ) (R®e®e)
= (Δf (g) id (g) id) (Δ (g) iά)Δ(e) (R (8) e (g) e) .
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But

1

- (((r 0 T) 0 r")6ΊVtβaμ 0 id) (e).

(11.5)

1

Because of the covariance property of ((F x F ) x F"} we get from this
l.h.s. - e((F x F') x F")δΊμc(τΊOί 0 r'δβ) (R).

(11.6)

This is the desired result (11.3) because e acts as a unit element in JS. Relation (11.4)
is proven in the same way. q.e.d.
Lemma C.2. Validity of the relation
(0"fc_ι) = Z%

(11.7)

for some given n, k with n>k implies that
(F x Zn)μ/3cΛT^)(σfc_ι) = (F x Zn)μθί.

(11.8)

Proof of Lemma C.2 for k = n. By definition
T

fa(°n-\) = (rf 0 rf 0 r^~2}(ψ2i3(R 0 e)φ),

(11.9)

where β differs from β = (6n, 6 n -ι»
> &ι) by interchange of frn and bn-\.
From the definition of the x-product and Definition (3.10) of the multiple tensor
product r(n~2) of representations we deduce
(F x Zn)μa = FvZ^(rvμ 0 r^}0 id) (φ)

Now the hypothesis of the lemma and the definition of T(n)(σn_ι) are inserted, and
the ordinary product FρZ™ is converted back into a covariant product. As a result
one obtains
(F x Zn)μθί = (F x Zn}vβCR(rvμ 0 (rf 0 r* 0 τ(n~2%α 0 id) (A),

(11.10)

with
A — P2,3(id 0(id ®Δ)Δ 0 id) (φ~1)) (e 0 ψ2\?>(R 0 e)^"1 0 e)
• (id 0(id0Z\)Z\0 id) (φ).

(11.11)

P2,3 interchanges ^2 and ^3 in products ξl 0 ξ2 0 ^3 0 ... G S^* 0 S^* 0 ^* 0
Inserting the decomposition φ — J^ ^ 0 (/p2 0 φ*σ and using the intertwining
properties of φ and R, one verifies that

σ

(e 0 # 0 e 0 e) ((e 0 (^-1) 0 e) (id 0(id 0Z\)Z\ 0 id) (φ)
= (e 0 Λ 0 e0 e) (id ®(^4 0 id)^4 0 id) (y?) (e 0 φ~l 0 e)
1' 0 iά)Δ 0 id) ((/?) (e 0 .R 0 e 0 e) (e 0 (^Γ1 0 e).
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Similarly
P2,3t(id0(id04)4 0 id)^"1)] (e 0 99213 0 e)
= P2,3[(id 0(id 04)4 0 id) (φ~l) (e 0 y? 0 e)]
= ^2,3 t(e 0 φ 0 e) (id 0(4 <g> id)4 0 id) (yΓ1)]
= (e 0 </?2i3 0 e) (id 0(4' 0 id)4 0 id) (c^"1) .
Using the formula for φ~lφ one finds from this that
A = (e® (£213 0 e) (id 0(4' 0 id)4 0 id) (4 0 id)4(e) (e 0 J? 0 e 0 e) (e 0 (£-1 0 e) .
(11-12)
Finally we use the intertwining property of φ once again to write this as
A = (id 0(id 04')4 0 id) (4 0 id)Z\(e) (e 0 (£213 0 e) (e 0 # 0 e 0 e) (e 0 φ~l 0 e) .
(11.13)
By definition,
((r (g) r(n)) 0 id) (Z^(e)) = ((r 0 r(n)) 0 id) ((Δ 0 id)Z\(e))
= (r 0 r f 0 τ / 0 τ(n~2) 0 id) (id 0(id ®Δ)Δ 0 id) ((Z\ 0 id)Δ(e)) .
The 7 on Δ' in the expression for A is absorbed by an interchange of matrix indices,
and the factor ((r 0 τ(n)) 0 id) (Δ(e)) is absorbed by using that
(F x Z n )((r(g)r (n) )0id)(Z\(e)) - e(F x Zn) = (F x Z n ).

(11.14)

Reinserting the definition of T (n) (σ n _ι) one obtains the desired result
l.h.s. - (F x Zn)μ/3cΛ:0<7n-ι) . q.e.d.

(11.15)

Proof of Lemma C.2 for general k. Let n = r + k. The factor τ(n)(e) in the definition
of T^n\σk-ι) is irrelevant because of Corollary 2.7. Therefore we may drop it so that
(fc

2)

r

1

0 r - )^α(e 0 ^2i3GR Θ e)^ ) ,

(11.16)

where β differs from β = (6n, 6n-ι,
» &ι) by interchange of && and 6^-1. Here and
below we write again er for e 0 . . . 0 e, and similarly for idr. By its definition
r(n)(0 = («ir+V/) 0 r(fc-2)((idr+1 0Z\) . . . (id 04)21(0)

(H-17)

Using these formulas, the calculation proceeds as in the case k = n and one is led to
evaluating
Λ = Fr+2,r+3 [(id 0(idr+1 0Z\) ... (id ®Δ)A 0 id) (φ~1)}
r+1

• (e

1

r+1

0 φ23 ι(R 0 e)^' 0 e) (id 0(id

0Z\) ... (id ®Δ)Δ 0 i

Using the intertwining properties of φ~l and of R one deduces that
1
r

r

0Z\) . . . (id®Δ)Δ(φ3σ)
r

(11.18)
r

l

= (e 0 β 0 e) ((id 0Z\ 0 id) (id 04) ... 4) (^) (e 0 φ~ )
r

r

3

r

r

1

(11.19)

- ((id 04' 0 id) (id 04) ... 4) (φ σ) (e 0 R 0 e) (e 0 (p" ) . (11.20)
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The factor to the left of er+1 0 R 0 e 0 e is similarly transformed. The calculation
proceeds further in the same manner as in the case k — n and leads finally to the
desired result. This completes the proof of Lemma C.2.
We turn to the proof of Proposition 4.3. It proceeds in two steps.
Proof of Eq. (11.1) for n = k. Write 7 — (cιC277)> etc. By its definition

Zl = (Zx(ZxZ ( n ~ 2 ) )) α = ((ZxZ)xZ(n-V)β(τf®τf®τ(n-V)βa(φ-1).

(11.21)

Now we use the braid relations of Theorem 2.5 for (Z x Z) and Lemma C.I to rewrite
this as
= ((Z x Z) x Z(n~2})C2ClycR(τf

® τf ® r(n~2})ΊOί((R ® e)φ~l).

(11.22)

Reassociate to get
C

~R%a — ((Z

X

(Z

X

^n~2))d2c

x (τ^ ® τ^ ® τ(n~2)),
- ((Z x (Z x Zn-2))d2dl<5/(r/ (8) r /
— Zj^Tc \(7 n _ι).

Q.e.d.

Proof of Eq. (11.1) for n > k. Having established Eq. (11.1) for n — k we proceed
by induction in n. The factor τ(n)(e) in the definition of T(n)(σj) is again irrelevant
because of Corollary 2.7. Therefore we may suppose that
Tβ!χ

( σ fc-ι) — δbaTβΐ^,(σk-\)

(11.23)

with β = (bβ1) etc. By definition Z(n+l} = Z x Zn. Lemma C.2 with F = Z
provides therefore the induction step from n to n + 1. This completes the proof of
Proposition 4.3.

12. Appendix D: Proof thatJfr

C &

Due to the appearance of the gάb-term in the d x Z-braid relations (12.19), 3S C &
is not obvious. Indeed for different choices of the phases in Definition 8.2 this term
would lead in general to new relations among the generators Zα E <2$ which do not
hold in 33. Our aim here is to show that our choice of phases in Definition 8.2 does
not lead to such new relations.
Under the assumptions on the tensor product decomposition spelled out at the
beginning of Sect. 8 (namely that tensor products τf 0 τf and τf 0 ff decompose
into a direct sum of exactly two irreducible representations) we can reformulate the
Z x Z- and d x 9-braid relations in a way which is more convenient for the proof.
Lemma D.I. With the notations and assumptions described in Sect. 6 we have:
(i) The relations (12.14) are equivalent to
(Z x Z)αb(τ/c ® r/d) (Δ(PA)) = 0.

(12.1)

(ii) The relations (12.16) are equivalent to
(d x d)άb(flέ

® (fA) (Δ(PA)) = 0.

(12.2)
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Proof. Using CR = (ξl and the formula (8.2) for (rf 0 τ?) (R+) we easily calculate
cR(Z x Z)cd(rfda 0 rfcb) (R) = cR(Z x Z)cd(r^a
//
\ , π Δx
f , / / CA
^ \
Λ

_

• e QS) e f

/

x ^)cd(rj^ 0 rfcb

This proves (i). The proof of (ii) is the same.
Lemma D.2. From the d x Z-braid relation (8.19) it follows that
(i) (3 x (Z x Z ) ) d e f ( f f d ά 0 r/6 0 r/c) (e 0 zi(PA)) - 0,
f

f

f

( 11) (\O X O) X /j i j aJf v T da
,. Q9 T.i 09 T f f , ) (Δ\(±
co
J
\Ί\

iff)

N/

/~)^

V

7\

f'Γ

UC

'

t^Λ

'Ί~ '

/ζ?\ T^

c

Δ

f\
J 09 £>\
β) — U.

\ ( /\( f-} ™ \ f~2\

Proof. Again we will prove only (i). The proof of (ii) uses exactly the same ideas.
(d x (Z x Z))def(rfdά

0 r/6 0 r/c) (e

= ftfeZXf^ 0 r/6 0 τ/c) (^-^e

τ/c) toπC^^V-kβ 0 Λ(P)))cA
f

= 9deZf(τ dάdά 0 r/66 ® τ/
c
r/c 0 r/b
6

0 r/c

T/c 0 T/6
6

0 r/c) (^-^e 0 (Z\(PA) - cA(PA)p-))) - 0 .

We used the d x Z-braid relations (8.19), exchanged the third and second component
of the tensor product, rewrote the expression with help of (8.12) and dropped the
factor (id 0,4) (R) by (8.8). Finally we used the definition and expansion (8.3) of R~
to get the result. Terms of the type (Z x Z) x d are eliminated by application of
Lemma D.I. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof that J$ C. &. Let us first discuss how the presence of the gάb-term could lead
to new relations among coordinates Za e 0$. By definition all relations in J%! are
SP* -linear combinations of the following fundamental relations:
((Zn x(Zx Z)) x Zm)c^(T™7 ® r/c 0 τ

0 τ$) (e 0 4(P°) ® e) = 0 . (12.3)

After multiplication with d^ from the left we bring the product into the standard form
(8.20). This is done by recurrent use of (8.19). Each time we interchange the order of
d and Z we create an additional term which is purely generated by Z and ξ G S^*.
The sum of all these terms has to vanish since the whole product was zero. We have
to show that this sum is again a linear combination of products (12.3). The simplest
case of this calculation was done in the proof of Lemma D.2. The general case is a
simple consequence of the lemma. This follows by suitable reassociation.
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